League of Women Voters Survey Answers for United
States Senate Candidate Bryan Miller
1. What issues in our nation’s government are most in need of
legislative attention and action? Please explain. (100 words)
In no particular order here are a few that need immediate attention: 1) Small
businesses and jurisdiction over our national resources as these are critical to the
recovery of our economy nationally and here in Wyoming; 2) Immigration,
Education and Civil Rights as each of these are marred by federal bureaucracy
which inhibits state and federal actions leading to our forming a more perfect
union as our US Constitution preamble reminds us is a goal; and 3) Control our
nation’s debt by changing the way our government works for us, eliminating the
tendency of government to rule over us.

2. What resources do you depend upon for news and analyses? Why
those? (100 words)
I read papers and journals from organizations with views across the political
spectrum. I listen to both talk radio and public radio as well as watch local news,
television, and all of the major cable network news channels. I prefer to do my
own research, corroborate analysis, thereby uncovering sources of bias as
statistics all too often only tell the story the writer wants them to tell. I prefer
seeing the raw data to baseline an issue relying as most Americans do today on
public sources. I review reports from several tax, economic, judicial, and
international relations organizations as well.

3. What do you think of the financial relief measures taken by
Congress so far, and what legislation would you support to help the
nation now? (100 words)
The financial relief measures taken by Congress have proven to be ineffective in
helping US workers and bolstering our economy. I believe the COVID-19 issue is
real as it has impacted many lives across our nation and the world. However, it
has been cast as a pandemic equal to that of the 1918 Spanish Flu epidemic and
has fallen short of even a nationwide pandemic. I proposed a different solution
from day one based on loan and credit payment delays thus avoiding the
additional nearly $10 Trillion added to our national debt; debt to be passed on to
our children.
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4. What few facts would you most like voters to know about you?
(50 words)
I’m Wyoming raised with strong Conservative Ethics and Republican Values. I’m a
product of Wyoming, ranch hand turned hometown ranch owner, a small
business owner, retired Air Force Lt. Colonel, combat pilot, and experienced
leader. I believe in God, the US and Wyoming and will support and defend them,
always!
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